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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Footie Flutters  
France v Belgium 19:00 - France @ 31/20 Win Bet  

Lucky 7 Naps  
Pontefract 14:00 - Red Hut Red @ 10/3 Win Bet  

On The Nod  
Brighton 18:40 - Topmeup @ 6/1 Each Way Bet  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


France Can Beat Belgium In Tonight’s Semi 


There are 211 active countries in the FIFA world rankings and 193 members of the 
United Nations. The football body is more represented than the UN and the sport 
truly is global. There can be only one world champions every four years and now 
only four nations can win the 2018 World Cup and one of those is England. The 
country that invented the sport has never won the World Cup overseas and will 
probably never get a better chance of lifting the trophy for many years. As Robin 
Williams said in Dead Poets Society “seize the day young men” as this is your time. 
ENGLAND are 5/2 with Ladbrokes to win the World Cup and only France are a 
shorter price.  


England’s semi-final against Croatia tomorrow night could attract the biggest 
audience in the history of British television. There are many more ways to receive 
news and information than in the past. The 1966 World Cup final will take some 
beating for viewing figures and its place in British sport. Tonight’s first semi-final 
brings together France and Belgium and England will play the winners or losers in 
the 3rd/4th place match on Saturday or the final the following day.  Twelve of 
Belgium’s last 15 matches have produced more than three goals and FRANCE 
should score most tonight and win the match in 90 minutes (31/20 with Betfair). 


The women’s singles at Wimbledon has reached the last 8 stage and not one of the 
top 10 seeds is still in the tournament. The draw is opening up for Serena Williams 
and the 36-year-old has won her four matches in straight sets. It’s traditional for the 
ladies’ champion to have the first dance at the Champion’s Ball with the men’s 
champion. Step up Rafael Nadal for a dance with the younger WILLIAMS sister who 
is 6/5 with William Hill to win the Wimbledon title for the eighth time.   


Harry Angel will not be running in the July Cup at Newmarket on Saturday which 
means ante post wagers are losing bets. No firms are offering non-runner/no bet for 
the Group 1 contest at the HQ of Flat racing for which Blue Point is now the 
favourite. Pontefract stages a Listed Class 1 race over one mile at 3pm in which 
connections of Blue Point have a leading contender. Charlie Appleby and Godolphin 
can win the Pontefract race with PROMISING RUN, on offer at 11/4 with Coral.   


Planning And Early Prices - By High Roller Racing


What do us tipsters do to find your winners? I really cannot speak for other tipsters 
only just myself. I will run though some of the procedure I tend to follow and 
generally rarely change those procedures.


I am a former racehorse owner who still has many contacts in the Industry both as 
friends and professional contacts within some big yards so ‘inside information’ 
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occurs frequently. Not all information actually wins but I look at the make-up of the 
race and then make up my own mind… just because I am told about a horse 
doesn’t mean I have to tip it! I back professionally for a living and have been doing 
so for 30 years approximately.


There are a lot Racing meetings nowadays… too many in my opinion. i have courses 
I like and courses I hate so I only back at courses I like. There are trainers I never 
back however strong the advice… two of them have prolific winners but overall I 
have decided they can run without my stakes riding on their horses… can’t name 
them but both train up in Yorkshire. Trainers I like are abundant and they provide the 
bulk of my bets… especially keen on Aidan O’Brien, Charlie Appleby, Said Bin 
Suroor, Jean Claude Rouget on the flat and King Willie Mullins, Gordon Elliott, Nicky 
Henderson and Dan Skelton over jumps.


On High Roller I can only tip one horse maximum per day so if I am betting three 
horses I can only tip clients one of those three so I feel bad if the other two win 
because I pride myself on my long-term overall performances.


Early in the week I look through advance cards marking races I think may result in a 
selection… especially Listed plus Group 1, 2 or 3 races. Not always in Great Britain 
but in Europe as well. Handicaps come later after declarations are made…. but why 
would you bet in a 18 Runner Handicap when you can wait for more fruitful 
opportunities? I look for trainers who have two or more entries in a race and see 
which one’s they decide to run.


Does your selection have a good draw? If it hasn’t then do not back it even if it has 
best form in the race. I use drawbias.com to check favoured draw positions for all 
courses in Great Britain. Does your selection like the ground conditions? You need 
to know your selection will act on the ground… if you are not sure then leave it as 
there is always another day. Who is the jockey? Is he or she capable of riding my 
selection how I want? If it’s an apprentice do I want to risk my stake on a rider who 
is not deemed fully professional even though they get a weight allowance? Does 
your selection handle the course? Does the selection like to run left handed courses 
or right handed courses? Is the distance the right one for your selection?

I have touched but a few points of finding the ‘right’ bets and sometimes the ‘inside 
info’ is very useful… last week my service landed BIG BETS on several occasions...


July 1. Cartmel. SECRET ESCAPE we recommended 5/6 - It WON at 1/3

July 3. Brighton. FITZSIMMONS we recommended 8/11 - It WON at 1/5

July 4. Bellewstown. ARTZiSTIC MELODY we recommended 3/1 - It WON 7/4


Bets like these we KNEW about them and the amount of money to move those 
prices was huge so the Early Prices at best odds guaranteed paid big dividends. 


I hope I have made one point CLEAR and that is my selections ARE VERY HEAVILY 
BACKED… you need to back the selection URGENTLY or the price will be gone with 
you cursing in the distance. If you bet at BEST ODDS GUARANTEED you get the 
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price on offer at that time but if price drifts then you get the bigger price. It doesn’t 
happen too often!


So far in July the High Roller is 10.24 points in profit eg to a £100 per point stake 
you would win £1,024. Our strike rate is just over 57%. I don’t tip horses I don’t 
back myself. It costs you £10 for every winner… nothing if it doesn’t win. Max of one 
selection per day. Follow the link below to join FREE of charge… I have some 
BIG PUNTS in the next few days.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well who would have thought that England would be in the semi final with a 
realistic chance of it ‘coming home’. It’s nice to see the players looking 
relaxed. Every World Cup or euro championship I’ve seen. England have 
looked too scared to really play like if they are the person who ruins it for the 
team that they will be thrown to the lions. 


Not so this year with a feeling that they have connected with the fans. England 
are odds against to win against Croatia in 90 mins. That has to be a good bet 
surely Croatia are running on fumes after 2 extra time results. I can see us 
dominating especially the second half. 


Today’s racing brings one bet for us. 


Wolverhampton 2:15 Curfewed 12/1 with Ladbrokes. This 2 year old has a lot 
of potential and has really come on for its last run. Connections will be very 
disappointed if it doesn’t make a top 3 finish in this weak race. He missed the 
break last race and over 6 furlongs didn’t have chance to get organised and 
get back in the race. He is fit and ready to go. Also the horse came out with 
the best speed rating last race. That makes him a strong each way bet at 12/1 
the price looks huge!


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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